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What is Squizify?

Squizify is a cloud based software as a service 
(SaaS) solution for businesses to manage their food 
safety compliance, brand standards, operational 
processes and training.

Squizify is a HACCP approved system that was built 
in Australia with Australian businesses in mind.

Our secret sauce is the data we collect and how we 
transform that into language that business owners 
can understand.  Enabling them to see never before 
insights into how their business runs helping them 
to improve operations, reduce risk and produce a 
better quality outcome for their customers. 

Squizify can be used on any device either via your 
unique URL provided or by downloading the app on 
android or iOS.

Admin users set up the configuration of the system 
and this is pushed out across their network enabling in 
store users to always be using the latest operating 
procedure.

Alerts and notifications keep all locations accountable, 
ensuring the highest food safety compliance across 
one or thousands of locations.

Why Choose Us?

How it works?

Squizify was built by food operators for food operators.  Food safety compliance isn’t the most exciting 
part of running your business, but it is a critical part.  By partnering with Squizify we do all the heavy 
lifting enabling improved record keeping, enhanced accuracy and most of all peace of mind your 
business is in good hands.

by eliminating manual & administration work by key staff enabling them to focus on 
other important tasks in store.

32+ Hours a Month Saved 
32

CUSTOMER SUCCESS

We love  how easy Squizify
is to use.““

- Navanka - Red Rooster Restaurant Manager
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Staff retention benefits 
using Squizify

Instils confidence from day one by 
showing employees what a job well done 
looks like 

Meets today's app-savvy workforce

Solidify training (and cross-training) to 
boost confidence and reduce turnover

1.

2.

3.

The label printing feature alone has
saved us so much time and money.

Our teams just love it !
““

- Luke - Operations Manager

CUSTOMER SUCCESS



to brands as stores are managing what matters most in their business more often so 
small issues get addressed quickly before they become big problems.

70% Reduction in Overall Risk 

CUSTOMER SUCCESS

The insights Squizify is giving our
brand is enabling us to make better

informed decisions much quicker.
““

- Romit - Mad Max National Operations Director

Industry sectors we work with

Restaurant Chains

Pubs & Clubs

Restaurants & Cafes

Aged Care

Health

Convenience Stores

Grocers

Caterers

Bakers

Hotels

Insurance
Companies

Councils &
Governments

Airports Shopping Centres

Industry Types We Partner With

Support

We know that a move from a paper-based process to a smart digital solution can be a little 
overwhelming. Our dedicated team is here to ensure your transition is seamless as We deal with 
businesses of all shapes and sizes and we know that your challenges may be unique to your business. 

Live chat to our Australian based support team.

Extensive knowledge base with training videos.

Dedicated  to handle all your needs.

HACCP approved consultants available upon request for advice.

hello@squizify.com www.squizify.com




